
TruModern
Workplace
Shaping the Future of Work 

Empower your enterprise with an
"Innovative, dynamic, and actionable"
self-service "Modern Workplace" solution

In today's AI-driven world, companies are using AI-powered tools to enhance workforce productivity. A key aspect of this 

approach is the adoption of intelligent modern intranets, which streamline processes and provide a unified platform for 

employees to access necessary resources. This flavor of innovation not only streamlines processes but also offers a 

unified platform where employees can access what they need without the hassle of juggling multiple systems or 

sending countless emails. It's worth noting that Birlasoft has an exceptional offering in the form of "TruModern 

Workplace," which embodies these intelligent modern intranet principles, taking workplace efficiency to new heights.

Silos within organizations can hinder productivity, but strategies can be implemented to encourage teamwork and 

break down barriers. Task fragmentation due to using multiple platforms can also impact productivity and job 

satisfaction, but modernizing offices and reimagining the employee experience can address these issues effectively.

With a multi-scenario approach that considers both present and future needs, Birlasoft's Modern Workplace Methodology transforms 

organizations into collaborative workplaces. In addition to assisting organizations in establishing solid collaborative governance, it also 

gives them the ability to adjust to rapidly evolving industry standards, assuring their readiness for the future. The "Modern Workplace" 

solution by Birlasoft is more than a technology upgrade; it is a cultural shift, an embodiment of innovation, and a testament to progress. 

Our Modern Workplace solution embodies innovation, dynamism, and actionability, creating a self-service environment that elevates 

the employee experience at the enterprise level. We bring the consumerization aspect of user experience into the corporate world, 

allowing your workforce to thrive in an environment that mirrors the agility and simplicity of the outside world. Birlasoft's Modern 

Workplace Methodology is a multi-scenario approach that transforms organizations into collaborative workplaces by considering 

present and future needs. It helps establish collaborative governance and enables organizations to adapt to evolving industry standards. 

This solution represents a cultural shift, embodying innovation and progress, and creates a self-service environment that enhances the 

employee experience at the enterprise level by bringing consumerization into the corporate world.

Birlasoft’s Modern Workplace Offering at Glance

Intelligent voice
enabled chatbot

Personalized Viva 
dashboard

Employee role-based 
personalization

Employee 
wellness features

Governance
dashboard

Ready to use
PowerApps catalogue

ERP
surround apps

Salient Features of Birlasoft’s TruModern Workplace:



Challenge The Norm

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise, and digital technologies to reimagine business 

processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes 

societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar 

diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 12,500+ professionals, is committed to continuing the 

Group’s 161 year heritage of building sustainable communities.  
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Our Edge

Personalized dynamic
and actionable insights

The Right Information
at the right Time

Prioritize employee-centric
thinking

Adapt to
new trends

Fostering
transparency

Integrated
solutions

Enhancing workplace
efficiency

Elevate employee
satisfaction

Embracing
automation

The following advantages for initiatives to transform employee experience are provided by Birlasoft's Modern Workplace:

Why Birlasoft?

At Birlasoft, we have helped organizations of all scales from multiple industries modernize their 

workspaces to tackle the challenges of modern work. Our teams bring deep technology expertise and have 

helped organizations achieve repeatable success by building innovative solutions on top of the Microsoft 

365 ecosystem. Because employee experience transformation is sensitive to the needs of multiple 

stakeholders across global organizations, our teams spend adequate time understanding your employees' 

pain points and help you achieve an outcome-driven employee experience transformation.

Write to us today at digital@birlasoft.com to get started with your employee experience transformation now.

Success Story

Our client, a global technology leader renowned for designing, manufacturing, and 

supporting premium trucks, faced a series of significant challenges, including 

maintaining consistent branding across a diverse product range, addressing 

collaboration silos that hinder efficient communication, streamlining a complex 

sitemap structure for better navigation and search functionality and enhancing 

governance and compliance through automation.

Birlasoft was engaged by the business to modernize its employee experience by 

deploying intelligent systems to boost agility and efficiency. We leveraged our 

Birlasoft’s Modern Workplace solution by executing Agile-SCRUM methodology, 

supported by a robust Governance Framework to manage site and data proliferation. 

Our strategy also utilized accelerators such as the Birlasoft Assessment and Validation 

tool, a Custom Migration toolkit powered by PowerShell scripts and Common utilities 

like SPFx Extensions and Components to drive successful transformation.

The result

Improved employee 

experience and 

cross- 

departmental 

collaboration.

Data-driven 

intelligence 

provided a 

competitive edge to 

boost operational 

efficiency.


